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The Band....  IDIOT PROOF is a back-to-basics rockcoverband, 
consisting of four heart ’n’ soul musicians. The band has been around in the 
music scene since 1993.  The playlist shows songs which are a good reflection of 
the rockmusic in the seventies and eighties (e.g. AC/DC, Motörhead, Lynyrd 
Skynyrd, ZZ Top). But also bands of  the present time are well-covered: Muse, 
Rammstein, Rage Against The Machine, Metallica.  Powerful drumming, a 
pumping bass, a great guitar sound and a raw voice invite the audience to join in 
and party along. Time after time the band makes a strong impression on the 
people watching and listening. Not only because of the professional instrumental 
quality, but also because of the three-piece vocals and the talent to put 
beginnings and endings of different songs fluently  together.  The playlist 
contains several compilations (e.g. Queen, Status Quo, John Mellencamp/ACDC 
and Rammstein). 
 
 
The References… The band is very much capable of turning any night into a 
real rock-party, proved by the many places where IDIOT PROOF has played (and 
at some places repeatedly), such as (private) parties, bikers meetings and 
various well-known rockbars, festivals and concerthalls. Not only in The 
Netherlands, but also at bikers events in Belgium, Luxemburg, Denmark, 
Germany and Austria. 
 
 
The CD's….  IDIOT PROOF is a genuine  live-band. However, over the 
years 3 CD’s of this band have been released: EAT YOUR HEART OUT!! (Jan. 
1999), 100% IDIOT PROOF (Jan. 2000) and BACK ON TRACKS (March 2003). 
 
 
The Men....  Patrick van Riet  - drums, vocals 
   Marcel van de Poel  - bass, vocals 
   Richard van Leeuwen  - guitar 
   Frans Gooren    - leadvocals, guitar 
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TECHNICAL RIDER 
 
 
Drums (Patrick) Mics at kick, snare, hi-hat, 1 tom, 2x floor, overhead 
Bass (Marcel) D.I., 4-way socket 220V 
Rhythm guitar (Frans) 1x mic at Koch Twintone, 3-way socket 220V front stage 
Lead guitar (Richard) 1x mic at Marshall cabinet, socket 220V front stage + 3-way socket 

220V back 
Vocals (Frans, Marcel, Patrick) 3x lead/backing vocals at drums, bass and rhythm guitar 
Monitors 3x front, 1x drum-monitor, 4 separated monitor groups 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Richard Frans Patrick Marcel 
 Lead guitar Guitar + leadvocs Drums + vocs Bass + (lead-)vocs 
 Marshall 9100 2x50W Koch Twintone build-in Ampeg 8x10 cabinet  
   kick-microphone bass amp with DI output, 
    Peavy VB 300W 

 
(can differ depending on stage) 

 
Monitor-mix: 
Patrick: own vocs, kick, bass guitar Marcel, vocs Frans, guitar Richard 
Marcel: own vocs, underlying vocs-mix of Frans and Patrick 
Frans: own vocs, underlying vocs-mix of Marcel and Patrick 
 
  = Monitor 
 
  = Microphone  

 
= (Bass-)guitaaramplifying 
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